Louth, considering two translations of Celan, observes: "Translation has a peculiar relationship with difference: to be like, it is forced to be unlike, but if it is too different it is no longer itself; no longer translation, but another text." Translation matters as literature matters, they vitally affect one another. The essays on Modernism and Translation make this abundantly clear, and the best is that by Adrian Hunter on Constance Garnett’s Chekhov. It is not just that she made Chekhov available in English, but that she translated him with such fidelity to his spirit and practice that writers in English like Virginia Woolf, Katherine Mansfield, D. H. Lawrence and Elizabeth Bowen thereafter moved his way: towards suggestion and interrogation, better expressing the inconsequential, the casual and unfinished nature of life itself. Garnett’s Chekhov is one very good example in the long inventory of British and American Modernism’s debts to foreign literature through the agency of translators.

David Constantine
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